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The short exact sequence* We work with spaces with base points and we fail to distinguish in our notation between a base-pointpreserving map and its homotopy class. Each set [X, Y] , with Y a homotopy inversive, homotopy associative iϊ-space, of homotopy classes of base-point-preserving maps receives a group structure whose operation will be denoted additively and will be referred to as "addition." Later various other operations will be considered and referred to as "multiplication." For the composition of /: X-> Y and g: Y ->Z we write fog:X->Z, displaying the maps (classes) in the order of their application. Since we work with subscripts and matrix-like multiplication, this "nonstandard" notation for composition seems preferable; in any case, since we do not work with elements, expressions of the form g(f(x)) which suggest the other order of writing composition do not occur. We now consider the extent to which an arbitrary homotopy class A x B-+ A x B differs from one of this special form {Qiu)}. Since the product AxB inherits from A and B a "coordinate-wise" multiplication which is homotopy inversive and homotopy associative, we obtain from the mapping cone sequence for the inclusion ί: A V B -> A x B a short exact sequence of additive groups of homotopy classes We base the proof on the following facts.
LEMMA 3. (i) If we identify [X, A x B] with the set of 1 x 2 matrices (g σ ) with entries gy.X-^J(J = A, B) by means of the correspondence g ->(g°Pj), then {(hu)}f [X, A x B] -> [X, A x B] can be calculated by matrix multiplication (Qj)°{(hu)} = (g A°hA j + QB°KJ) (ii) If X has a comultiplication and ioh -(hu), then h$ = {(hu)}*°[
If we use Lemma 1, then we see that which proves (iii).
Proof of Theorem 2. It is an immediate consequence of (i) and (iii) of the lemma that for an invertible matrix (hu) the function is an isomorphism, provided that X is comultiplicative. In view of (ii) and the fact that the spheres S k (k ^ 1) are comultiplicative, the hypothesis that ioh = (hjj) is an invertible matrix then implies that
is an isomorphism (k ^ 1). So the Whitehead Theorem and our hypothesis that A and I? are connected CW complexes allow us to conclude that h: A x B->Ax5is a homotopy equivalence.
A crucial consideration, which we postpone until the next section, is whether
ih [Ax B,Ax B]-+[AV B,Ax B]
is a homomorphism from the composition multiplication to the matrix multiplication. When i* is a multiplicative homomorphism, its surjectivity shows that matrix multiplication is associative and hence the set GL(2, Λu) of invertible matrices {h u ) with entries h Iσ e A u = [I, J] (/, J -A, B) is a group under matrix multiplication.
THEOREM 4. Le£ i*: [A x B, A x B] -> [A V B, A x B] be a multiplicative homomorphism. Then (i) h: A x B-+ A x B is a homotopy equivalence if and only if ioh -(hu): AvB->AxBisan invertible matrix, and (ii) there is a short exact sequence of multiplicative groups
Proof. (i) Theorem 2 states that if ioh is an invertible matrix, then h is a homotopy equivalence. The converse holds here since invertible elements are sent into invertible elements by the multipli-cative homomorphism i*.
(ii) It follows from (i) that the restriction of the multiplicative
The kernel of this homomorphism consists of those h e G (A x B) with h -1 G kernel i* = image g # . Thus the multiplicative kernel is image q* + 1 with the multiplicative structure described by (Q°f + l) (?°flr + 1) = (go/ + l)ogo# + 9 o/ + 1 .
We can therefore consider the multiplicative kernel as the image of the injection
and this is a multiplicative group homomorphism if the domain is given the multiplication uniquely described by the requirement The cooperation is essentially the map C a -• Σ -3Γ V C α which collapses the equatorial belt X x 1/2 in the cone CX. 
Proof. For fe [A A B, A x B] and he[A x B, A x B], define
Since A x B has a multiplication n, For the general case Λ, -go/ + {(/*, 7J )} and k -qog + {(fc 7J )}, we have
We record this fact as follows. 
THEOREM 6. ϊ%e function ih [A x B, A x B] -+ [A V B, A x B]\ is a multiplicative homomorphism if and only if io[A x B, A x B]oqo[A A B, A x B] = 0 , or equivalently, kernel i* = qo[A Λ B, A X B] is a right ideal in [A x J3, A x B].

COROLLARY 8. If either (i) the H-spaces A and B admit comultiplications, (ii) all maps /->/(/, J = A, B) which induce the zero homomorphism on homotopy are null-homotopic, or (iii) the homotopy set [A V B, A A B] is trivial, then (vi) a map h: A x B-> A x B is a homotopy equivalence if and only if ioh = (hu): AvB-^AxBis an invertible matrix, and (v) there is a short exact sequence of multiplicative groups l-+[AAB,AxB]-+ G(A xΰ)-> GL(2, Λ u ) -> 1 . COROLLARY 9. For any two H-spaces A and B G(A) x G{B) -G(A x B) if and only if the homotopy sets [A, B], [B, A], and [A
, the general linear group of degree 2 over the endomorphism ring A = Hom z (G, G) of the abelian group G. If n > m, then ^4 B = H m (G, n; H) = 0 and so GL(2, /ί /t/ ) consists of triangular matrices (fe /t/ ) with entries A 44 e Iso (G, G), /^ G H n (H, m; G), and Λ^ 6 Iso (iϊ, Jϊ). We write the group GL(2, ΛJJ) of such triples with matrix multiplication as
2. If X is an ^-connected CW complex with π k (X) = 0 for k > 2n, then the group G(X) of self-homotopy equivalences of X is the group of units of the ring A - [X, X] , while the group G(X x X) of self-homotopy equivalences of the product X x X is the general linear group GL(2, A) of degree 2 over A. So the situation here is like that which occurs in the entirely algebraic setting. That A = [X, X] is a ring follows from the facts that (i) as i*\ [X x X, X] -[X V X, X] is a bisection, X is a homotopy commutative iϊ-space for which each self-map X-+ X is an ff-map, (ii) as i % \ \X x X x X, X] -+ [X V X V X, X] is a bijection, the multiplication is homotopy associative, and (iii) as X is a CW complex, the multiplication is homotopy inversive. Alternatively, we could argue from the fact that X has the homotopy type of an infinite loop space and each self map can be achieved up to homotopy as a looped map. Finally, that G(X x X) = GL(2, Λ) follows from Corollary 7 as [X Λ X, X x X] = 0. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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